
Indian Steel Corporation launches innovative roofing solution in Rajasthan
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Indian Steel Corporation Limited, a joint venture of Indian conglomerate Ruchi Group of Industries and Japan based Mitsui
& Co, is all set to revolutionize the construction sector in the state of Rajasthan with its innovative product ‘UltraShine XL’,
first ever innovative colour coated profile sheet in 4 feet width.

With the array of new products, ISC positions itself as a comprehensive steel company in terms of product quality. ISC has
always been a firm believer in commissioning of top-notch technology and that apparent with the superior production of their
latest products. 

ISC, since its inception has registered an average annual sales growth rate of over 25%. ISC is focused on further
strengthening its presence in the state of Rajasthan with its recently introduced new product "Ultrashine XL". The product
matches the norms of highest international standards that are evident from the superior finish of the product.

The product "Ultrashine XL" has been made with the most advanced technology and designed for longer paint life, better
strength and it comes with perfect overlapping for optimum waterproofing, has best in class tensile strength of over 650 MPa
and can withstand high wind velocity upto 180 km/hr. The product, available in wide spectrum of colours, can be used in
airports, stadium, industrial, residential roofing and cladding applications.

While launching the product, Mr RK Lodhi head marketing of ISC said that "With a focused vision and a steely
determination, we have delivered perfection that meets our customer's need and in line with this commitment, we have come
up with Ultrashine XL, which is first of its kind product in Indian steel market. We are happy that the top-of-the-line
technology and dedicated team working at ISC has successfully developed one more world-class innovative product."

Source - Strategic Research Institute
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